
MAPPING at KIT HILL 

When standing beside the chimney stack on top of Kit Hill, most people look at the wonderful views 

to be seen in all directions but were they to gaze at the foreground whilst looking north-east; they 

would notice this Trig Point or triangulation Point to give it its full name. This is the exact spot where 

measurements were first taken on top of Kit Hill with the intention of one day compiling a local map 

of the Lower Tamar Valley. 

Imagine climbing on foot in the 18th century to the highest 

points in the land including mountain tops whilst carrying a 

heavy, early theodolite weighing around 200lbs as 

described overleaf.  However smaller, lighter  theodolites 

were later invented like the one pictured below and these 

could be positioned in the holes on the top of those 

concrete trig points by Surveyors and swivelled to point at 

another trig point; 

readings were 

then taken by 

compass to 

determine the direction of the line and the distances 

between them.  

It wasn’t until the turn of the 19th 

century that the soldiers of the 

Ordnance Corps finally reached the 

West Country and marched their way 

to the top of Kit Hill. The triangle 

from here would have lined up with Caradon Hill in the west and Maker 

Heights in the south when a pyramid of stones was then left behind to mark 

the spot where the readings were taken. In due course, heavy bags of 

concrete would be brought up here to build this 4ft high triangulation Point (Trig Point) on Kit Hill. 

Cartographers spent many hours sitting in the dry drawing maps by hand and all to scale at a time 

when there were more miles of footpaths than roads in Britain and long before there were any 

motorways or airports. Over time, different colours were chosen and 

symbols were invented for the various landmarks.  

Each one of these fold-up maps is a masterpiece of clarity and precision, a 

task that took 70 years to produce, one of each area of the entire British 

Isles was created with the Isle of Man being the last to be made as far as I 

know.  

There can be few amongst us who don’t own at least one O.S. Landranger 

or Explorer map and probably even several covering the places nearest to 

where we live. My own rather dog-eared ‘Explorer 108’ of the Lower Tamar 

Valley is usually to be found in my backpack or bag whilst out walking. 



WILLIAM MUDGE 

At a time when many wars and invasions were being fought in Britain, 

picture some of those early soldiers heading off into battle with no 

knowledge of the layout of the land. That is how, during the Battle of 

Cullodden in 1746 the Jacobite Army who were familiar with the territory in 

Scotland were able to thrash the English Army. They chose strategic positions 

to post their lookouts and the best places to create an ambush when the 

invaders needed to cross a river; the English didn’t stand a chance. 

Although a few basic maps had been created by a handful of army generals, it wasn’t 

until many years later that the government of the day decided to employ the army to map the whole 

of Britain using a triangulation system. It wasn’t called mapping back then, but ‘surveying’ and as it 

was carried out by the red-coated Ordnance Corps, it became known as an Ordnance Survey or O.S. 

One of the men chosen for the job was William Mudge from Plymouth who was born into a well-to 

do Devonshire family in 1762. His grandfather Zachariah was vicar of St Andrew’s Church in 

Plymouth a job that came with one of the richest ecclesiastical salaries in England. William’s father, a 

doctor by profession mixed with all the movers and shakers of that time, men such as Joshua 

Reynolds, Samuel Johnson and William Smeaton; in fact it was Johnson who was one of baby 

William’s godfathers. 

Many years later, William Mudge joined the British Army and gained a commission in the Royal 

Regiment of Artillery in 1779 and because of his passion for maps, he was subsequently sent to the 

Tower of London to train with the Board of Ordnance Survey.  

The national triangulation began in 1792 with a 

theodolite that was so heavy it needed a 

portable scaffold and crane and with five men to 

lift it in place. General Mudge then had to climb 

a ladder to take his measurements. This heavy 

iron and oak contraption had to be carried up 

peaks and across uneven ground so I doubt the 

map-makers passed through the landscape un-

noticed; the sight of a small team of men 

camped on the crest of a hill with a mysterious 

piece of equipment was sure to have caught the 

attention of the locals. Long 

before stone trig points were 

erected, the soldiers left 

lamps to mark each location but when these were stolen, pyramids of stones 

were piled up in their place. It wasn’t until 1935 that concrete trig points first 

began to appear.  

Although the first maps contained symbols which could be guessed at, unlike 

today’s O.S maps they had no actual key to explain what they meant. 



 


